displaying leaderboards
with yodeck
*3

rd party software and applications not supported by

Stern

Pinball

A guide to help operators display
leaderboards from the Insider Connected

1

web app at locations using a Yodeck
Player.


Create an account on yodeck.com

Technical Requirements:

internet connectio
Yodeck player
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Purchase a Yodeck Player and get a FREE screen.

The physical Yodeck players are $79 and come with

a free screen. This is all you need to display your

leaderboard.

This is what a
Yodeck Player
looks like!
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Set up your equipment. 


Turn on the TV or other HDMI display BEFORE

turning on the Yodeck Player, otherwise the

resolution will not be optimal. Plug your Yodeck

Player into TV or monitor with the Micro-HDMI cable

that comes included. Then plug your Yodeck Player

into an outlet. 
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Connect to the internet.

Follow

Yodeck’s

instructions on how to connect to the internet with

or without an ethernet cable. 
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Configure the Yodeck Player as a

Monitor. Once

you

have connected to the internet, you can set up your

monitor by going to your Yodeck Dashboard and

“Add

selecting

Monitor ”



6
Register your Yodeck Player. 




First,

choose

“Yodeck

Player ” as the type of Player.

Then, give the Monitor a name. The Yodeck Player,

first

when plugged into a TV or monitor for the

will display an

8

digited, hyphenated code.

that code into the Registration

form.

Scroll

Code field

time,

Enter

on the

down and click save; we will return

back to this monitor page in step 9.

7
Expand the

Pages”.

Media

From

tab in the nav and click

this page, click

“Web

“Add Webpage”
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Fill out the

New Web

Page form. There are three

important pieces of information that are needed in

this form

A

name for the leaderboard web pag

The web page

from the

Insider

URL.

This should be the exact

Kiosk view

Connected.

UR L

of your leaderboard on

You can copy it from the

address bar of your browser and paste it right

into the

Scroll

field!

down and ensure that the

Chromium’

When

‘Enable

option is on.


you’re done, scroll down and click save!



M ake s u re
“ enable
chro m i um” is on!
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Attach the

“Web

Page” to the Yodeck

Click “Monitors”
Click

vertical Navigation Bar.

on the

into the Monitor you have

In the

“Monitor’”.

“Default Content” field,

just

set up

click the

dropdown menu and select

“Media”. Select

recently added leaderboard

Web

your

Page and hit

“OK”!


yo u r webpage
pops right

1

u p!

0

L

!

ast step

Push to Players

!


If you have only one Yodeck Player
Head back to the Dashboar

In the upper right corner click

“Push

?”

to Players

and confirm!


If you have multiple players:

1 G
.

o into the desired monitor to push to that

specific Yodeck Player by clicking

"S

ave

&

Push to

".


this Monitor

Look

for the

"

configuring

"

dialogue at the bottom

righthand corner of your display after pushing to a

monitor. It may take a couple of minutes for the

changes to be pushed and the leaderboard to be

visible! 


I

t

m ay take a
co u ple o

m in u tes

f

f

or the

changes to be
p u shed

...
C

and see your high

I

resolution nsider
onnected leaderboard

in action!

